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There has never been a stronger sense of urgency for
action. In WWF we are defining new ways of working
together to make a difference at a scale that matters.
We know we must redefine humanity’s relationship
with the planet. And together we passionately believe
we can.

Food

Climate &
Energy

Wildlife

6 global goals, 3 cross-cutting drivers, deliverd by
powerful communities of practice and partners

Freshwater

We know that one organisation alone can’t affect the
change needed. That is why our work on the goals and
drivers includes our partnerships with institutions and
corporations, both local and global. The changes we
want to see in the world can only come about through
the efforts of many actors: local communities and
national and multinational corporations, governments
and NGOs, finance institutions and development
agencies, consumers and researchers.

HOW WE MAKE IT HAPPEN

Oceans

WWF will continue to deliver locally in crucial
ecoregions around the world, but sharpen our focus on
six global goals – wildlife, forests, oceans, freshwater,
climate and energy, and food – and three key drivers of
environmental degradation – markets, finance and
governance. We are creating global communities of
practice for each of the goals and drivers composed of
specialists from WWF and key external partners. This
will foster greater collaboration and innovation,
incubating new ideas and taking promising ones to
scale, as we unite our efforts toward making ambitious
targets a reality.

OUR VISION FOR CHANGE

Forests

TAKING BOLD
COLLECTIVE
ACTION

The time to act is now. We have put in place
a global conservation strategy that reflects
the way the world is changing, meets the big
environmental challenges of the age and
helps us simplify, unite and focus our efforts
for greater impact.

Markets
Finance
Governance
Communications & Marketing
Partnerships, Fundraising
Operations (Finance, HR, etc.)

© Jürgen Freund / WWF
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Therefore, WWF seeks to work with those who have the greatest potential to reduce the
most pressing threats to the diversity of life on Earth and together find solutions to
conservation challenges such as deforestation, overfishing, water scarcity and climate
change. The corporate sector drives much of the global economy, so we consider that
companies also have a specific responsibility to ensure that the natural resources and
ecosystems that underpin their business are used sustainably. Companies are also primed to
lead on rapid adaptation and on the innovative solutions needed to drive change.

OUR WORK WITH THE
CORPORATE SECTOR
WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the
planet’s natural environment and to build a future
in which humans live in harmony with nature.
As the 2020 Living Planet Report demonstrates, the
challenges that the global environment is facing today are too
big, too interconnected and too urgent for any one
organisation to solve alone.

By working with the corporate sector, WWF aims to change behaviour and
drive conservation results that would not be possible otherwise.
More specifically, our work with the corporate sector aspires to do this by:

• promoting better production and responsible sourcing of raw materials that otherwise drive
deforestation or unsustainable use of water;
• encouraging a switch to 100 per cent renewable energy and away from fossil fuels;
• engaging jointly on public policy;
• supporting the equitable sharing of natural resources;
• redirecting financial flows to support conservation and sustainable ecosystem management;
• raising awareness of the need to consume more wisely; and
• protecting some of the world’s most ecologically important places.

We do this in a variety of ways, including supporting regulations that stop illegal or
unsustainable activities, encouraging companies and industry platforms such as the UN
Global Compact, Science Based Targets, the Consumer Goods Forum to make ambitious
commitments and to engage in public policy discussions at global and local level, and
supporting credible certification schemes e.g. Forest Stewardship Council (FSC),
Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC), Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO),
Roundtable on Responsible Soy (RTRS). We also publish scorecards and reports on
company or sector performance (e.g. palm oil scorecard; soy scorecard, and sustainable
cotton ranking), mobilize public pressure through high-profile campaigns on issues related
to business activities (e.g. Seize Your Power, Reviving the Oceans Economy), as well as
work in partnership with individual companies.

This report presents an overview of current corporate partnerships
by WWF in Singapore.

© WWF - Myanmar / Hkun Lat
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WWF’S CORPORATE
PARTNERSHIPS
Our cooperation with partners is based on a common understanding of issues, shared ambitions or
activities, and a willingness to speak out in public.
In general, we distinguish three types of partnerships with companies:

1

Driving
sustainable
business practices

Our partnerships aim to deliver direct conservation results on key issues or in
priority places by changing practices throughout a company’s operations and value
chain. These intend to reduce the major environmental impacts of some of the
world’s largest companies, achieve conservation results that would not otherwise be
possible, and influence related sectors and markets.

2

Communications
and awareness
raising

The second way that WWF partners with the private sector is by raising awareness of
key environmental issues and mobilising consumer action through communications
and campaigns (including cause-related marketing campaigns). These partnerships
also aim to highlight the beauty and uniqueness of WWF’s priority places and
species. This approach includes, for example, consumer actions to encourage the
purchase of sustainable products such as FSC-certified wood, or results in
companies supporting campaigns that inspire action in favour of special places such
as the Arctic or endangered species like the tiger.

3

Philanthropic
partnerships

The third approach is articulated through specific programmes with companies to
fund conservation projects and the institutions that deliver them. Philanthropic
relationships with companies raise money for the conservation of key places and
species, and the capability and tools to deliver such conservation impact.

WWF partners on a philanthropic or awareness-raising level with companies that are undertaking substantial action
to improve their sustainability performance, or that have negligible environmental impacts.
Many partnerships with companies use a combination of these approaches.
WWF works with companies to achieve our conservation goals. NGO and company partnerships involve engaging in
constructive dialogue while challenging each other with real issues. As such, they involve opportunities and risks for
both parties. At WWF, we manage the risks by having clear guidelines and criteria in place, including a due diligence
process. In all relationships, we maintain and exercise the right to public commentary.
Corporate Partnerships Report 2020
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TRANSPARENCY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY

REPORT
The aim of this report is to give an overview of the
partnerships that WWF-Singapore has with
individual companies. Funds obtained through
corporate partnerships are typically used by WWF to:

Results and impact, both qualitative and quantitative, are
essential for us. We advocate transparency in action by all
stakeholders as a crucial step toward sustainability.

•

We believe that accountability for results and transparency to our supporters and
our members on how we deliver those results are key to our approach of working
in a constructive, cooperative manner with all our partners, including the
corporate sector.

•

We want all our partnerships with companies to deliver the greatest impact
possible, with the goal of creating lasting results at scale. We have, therefore,
started a process of deeper and more systematic assessment of the targets and the
outcomes we achieve in our work with the private sector and specifically through
our bilateral partnerships.
All WWF offices are committed to continue reporting publicly on all our company
relationships, their intent, objectives and impacts, of which this report is one
part. A Global Report of WWF’s largest corporate partnerships globally can also
be found here.

•

Work with the company to reduce its impacts
and footprint and to help shift sectors and
markets toward sustainability in line with
WWF’s global conservation strategy;
Raise public awareness of key conservation
challenges;
Directly support WWF conservation projects.

WWF-Singapore is responsible for the (contractual)
agreement(s) with the companies concerned. The
activities of the engagements in many cases take
place in other countries or regions.
In FY20, income from corporate partnerships
represented 10.03% of this WWF office’s
total income.

Corporate Partnership Report 2019 | 03
© Jürgen Freund / WWF
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
1.

2.
3.

At WWF, we recognise that nature provides vital resources such as food, air, water and
energy. The environmental dimension of SDGs is critical to achieving all 17 SDGs as they
underpin all other goals. Therefore, we believe that by working with nature, effective
solutions for a better and more sustainable future can be developed.
Our partnerships are guided by the SDGs to ensure that beyond achieving our
conservation goals, they are also contributing to these global goals.

The Sustainable Development Goals were adopted by United
Nations member states in September 2015 as the core of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
They aim to set out a ‘plan of action for people,planet and prosperity’ to
‘stimulate action over the next 15 years in areas of critical importance for
humanity and the planet.’
The goals are ‘universal’ – calling on governments, businesses and civil society
to deliver them. They are also ‘indivisible’ which means the achievement of one
goal depends on the achievement of all the other goals.
For businesses, the SDGs are a comprehensive framework to innovate business
models that address global challenges like climate change and inequality, to
respond to changing consumer expectations, enhance brand and reputation,
and drive sustainability.

© Ranjan Ramchandani / WWF
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ABOUT
WWF-SINGAPORE
As one of WWF’s international hubs, the WWF-Singapore office
supports a global network spanning over 100 countries.
We help protect Singapore’s essential needs through the actions of
individuals, businesses and governments in the region. To meet key
conservation goals, we address issues such as deforestation, haze
pollution, food security, sustainable consumption and illegal wildlife
trade.
© Kirill Petropavlov / Unsplash
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JEBSEN & JESSEN GROUP
A part of a global family enterprise formed in Hong Kong in 1895, the Jebsen
& Jessen Group is an industrial enterprise with its business spanning over
manufacturing, engineering and distribution activities. Its core business
units include Cable Technology, Ingredients, Life Sciences, Packaging and
Technology.

INDUSTRY

The Group believes in doing good business, acting with integrity and
respecting the people it serves, its own staff and the wider community.

Wildlife

About The Partnership

Industrial

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Philanthropic Partnerships

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$25,000 - S$100,000

Jebsen & Jessen Group partnered with WWF-Singapore to conserve the Asian Elephants
through their Meet a Green Need Program in Kuiburi National Park, Thailand. The
partnership aimed to improve elephant protection and management; restoring natural
resources and maintaining a healthy ecosystem for elephants; mitigate human-elephant
conflict and reduce poaching and illegal activity. The partnership contributed directly, but
not limited, to the maintenance of the grasslands, cleaning of the water pools and
installation of camera traps within the national park.
In October 2019, 20 delegates from Jebsen & Jessen were given the opportunity to
experience the elephant conservation efforts in the national park. They were able to see
first hand how the grant supports the biodiversity and local communities in WWF’s
elephant conservation project. The delegates also took on the role of rangers within the
national park and contributed to activities such as Wildlife Habitat Management and
Wildlife Monitoring work.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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JEBSEN & JESSEN GROUP
Jebsen & Jessen Chairman Started His Sustainability Career in the Jungles of
Papua New Guinea
Mr Heinrich Jessen was a tropical biologist who did research in Central and South
America prior to succeeding the family business in 1995. Today, the chairman of the giant
global corporation is helping to drive the organisation’s approach towards sustainable
development.
Throughout one’s career, the first job always holds a special
place in our memories and has the biggest impact in shaping
our professional future.

engineering and manufacturing during his father’s
chairmanship. “With this trend came increasing direct
environmental risks and impacts from our activities,”
explained Mr Jessen.

Mr Jessen was lucky to have experienced both. He dropped
out of business school in the first year and made a bold
switch to take up an interdisciplinary programme on
environmental sciences in the United States.

With a calling in his heart, Mr Jessen joined the family
business in 1995 as its first environmental officer. He has
never looked back since.

As if that was not enough, he would spend the extra time on
research, coursework and travel in Central and South
America during term breaks to fuel the interest and passion.
“After graduation, I worked as a research assistant deep in
the jungles of central Papua New Guinea. When my
assignment was completed, I was getting ready to go back to
university to do a master’s degree.” One of his first jobs was
working in the education department of WWF Italy.

“In the first few years, Jebsen & Jessen’s primary focus was
managing the risks and impact our business activities were
having on the environment. This included exiting several
businesses, establishing environmental management
systems (according to ISO14001 standards), setting up crisis
prevention and emergency response plans, and bringing our
activities across Southeast Asia up to global environmental
standards.”

It was also during this time that he had a conversation with
his father about helping the company to move towards
sustainability.

As conversations steer towards climate change as a global
emergency in recent years, Mr Jessen wanted to play a
bigger role in tackling one of the world’s most pressing
environmental issues. “We began measuring our carbon
footprint in 2007. This resulted in decisions that specifically
pushed us to look at emission reduction opportunities in the
company and to pursue them wherever financially
justifiable,” he added.

The Start Of An Uphill Yet Rewarding Journey
The Jessen family business started as a trading company.
However, it shifted its focus and became more engaged in
Corporate Partnerships Report 2020
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His forward-thinking approach has led Jebsen & Jessen to
become one of Asia's first carbon-neutral industrial
companies in 2011. Since then, the entire family enterprise
(including its sister groups) have gone carbon neutral.
“I believe that a far more ambitious and globally aligned
carbon tax structure globally would be beneficial. When
carbon tax approaches vary between countries and are
implemented inconsistently and without meaningful global
coordination, we will not achieve the level playing field
needed to get buy-in from the business community to adopt
a carbon tax.”
But the journey wasn’t all rosy. Mr Jessen expressed his
greatest frustration being there were very few other
companies pursuing carbon neutrality initially. “While in
business you are usually proud to be the first or the only one
on any initiative, you often find yourself being the only one
in your “neighbourhood” when it comes to allocating
resources in helping to combat climate change.” In this case,
it appears understandably easier to be tempted into thinking
whether your efforts are worthwhile. Though the brighter
side is that more and more companies (and countries) are
now adopting similar policies.
“The biggest reward (in running a sustainable business) is
knowing that your efforts are bringing benefit to others. This
is an immensely fulfilling and motivating factor.”
Supporting First-Hand Encounters With Nature
Education is best delivered through first-hand experiences.
As part of a partnership with WWF-Singapore, Jebsen &
Jessen’s Meet A Green Need Programme allowed its
employees and volunteers to experience on-field elephant
conservation efforts in a national park. They were able to see
first hand how the grant supports the biodiversity and local
communities.

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020

Held in Kuiburi National Park in Thailand, the partnership
aimed to improve elephant protection and management,
restore natural resources and maintain a healthy ecosystem
for elephants, mitigate human-elephant conflict and reduce
poaching and illegal activities. The partnership also
contributed directly, but not limited, to the maintenance of
the grasslands, cleaning of the water pools and installation
of camera traps within the national park.

refill the water in the pool for the elephants.”
Looking Ahead
Aside from supporting climate actions, Mr Jessen wants the
business to be actively involved in addressing other pressing
environmental issues. Today, they are exploring meaningful
ways to support global efforts in preventing plastic waste
from accumulating in the natural environment.
For businesses who are just starting in their sustainability
journey, he provided a great piece of advice: “Never let the
discouragement that you are alone or one among the very
few stop you from pursuing what you believe to be right.”
"My inspiration is the Swiss entrepreneur and World
Business Council for Sustainable Development founder,
Stefan Schmidheiny. He was a pioneer in this field and an
inspiration to many individuals, including myself, who were
convinced that business success and environmental
sustainability are not mutually exclusive.”

In October 2019, 20 delegates from Jebsen & Jessen were given the
opportunity to experience the elephant conservation efforts in the
national park.

With guidance and support from the park rangers, Jebsen &
Jessen staff also took on the role of rangers within the
national park and contributed to activities such as wildlife
habitat management and monitoring work.
Khin Nyein Chan, one of the 20 participants, described the
experience as unforgettable. “I will never forget the
experience of walking the whole day to install camera traps
in the park. It was hard work with challenges.”
“We had to dig, cut, remove the weeds, pour the mixture
into the hole, remove the dirty trash, clean the pools, and

Some activities the team has accomplished: created 10 mineral licks,
maintained 12 grassland areas, cleaned 12 water pools, installed two
camera traps.
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H&M
Founded in Sweden in 1947, the H&M Group today consists of eight brands,
including H&M, COS and Monki. With around 4,950 stores in 74 markets, the
Group's vision is to make great design available to everyone, in a more
sustainable way.
H&M and WWF have worked together in a long-term transformational global
partnership since 2011, addressing key environmental impacts such as water
and climate, aiming to make the fashion industry more sustainable.
About The Partnership

INDUSTRY

Manufacturing and Retail

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Driving Sustainable Business Practices,
Philanthropic Partnerships

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Oceans

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$25,000 - S$100,000

In a significant move, H&M started charging S$0.10 for the use of every plastic or paper
shopping bag in their stores in Singapore, from 25 July 2019. The full proceeds were
donated to WWF-Singapore to support critical projects under the Plastic ACTion (PACT)
initiative, which included the Alternative Material Tool (AMT) built by WWF-Singapore to
help businesses make informed decisions in their procurement process. As a result of
joining the Retail Bag Charge Initiative, H&M managed to reduce more than 760,000 bags
in a year.
This move was part of H&M’s circular packaging strategy which consists of longer term
measures to reduce its plastic use. As a PACT Champion, H&M Group has also committed
to reduce plastic packaging by 25% (2018 baseline), replace single-use plastic packaging
with reusable alternatives where possible, eliminate all problematic or unnecessary plastic,
and ensure that at least 25% of the plastic they use is from recycled content by 2025.
From this partnership, H&M aimed to encourage their customers to join them in
sustainable actions by bringing their own reusable bags or purchasing them from H&M
stores if they do not already own one.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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H&M
H&M Diverted 760,000 Plastic Bags from the Landfill In 2019
Swedish multinational clothing retail giant H&M was the first fashion retailer to join the Plastic ACTion (PACT) initiative.
The PACT initiative is an industry-led initiative that aims to
eliminate plastic pollution in nature and move towards a
circular economy on plastics. WWF recognises the pivotal
role businesses play in plastic pollution and set up this
initiative to guide businesses on the best practices to reduce
single-use plastic.
This implementation comes as part of H&M’s long term
commitment and circular packaging strategy ‘Choose to
Reuse’.
Their goal: reduce plastic packaging by 25% (2018 baseline),
replace single-use plastic packaging with reusable
alternatives where possible, eliminate all problematic or
unnecessary plastic, and ensure that at least 25% of the
plastic they use is from recycled content by 2025.
H&M and WWF have been in a global partnership since
2011, aiming to make the fashion industry more sustainable.
The partnership focuses on water stewardship, sustainability
strategy and climate action.
In 2019, as part of PACT’s Retail Bag Charge initiative, H&M
started charging 10 cents for every plastic or paper bag used
when shopping in their stores in Singapore. In just a year,

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020

more than 760,000 bags were reduced.

to stop plastic pollution.

Ms Mayuri Raj, brand ambassador and showroom executive
of H&M Singapore & Malaysia, believes that it is a necessary
initiative moving forward.

Sustainability Is A Lifestyle

“We managed to reduce the amount of plastic and paper
bags significantly within the first week,” said Ms Raj.
All proceeds were donated to WWF-Singapore to support
critical projects under PACT, where it helped to fund
research for sustainable alternatives and ongoing
conservation efforts on marine ecosystems. It also includes
the Alternative Material Tool (AMT) built by
WWF-Singapore to help businesses make informed
decisions in their procurement process.
H&M hopes that this will encourage their customers to bring
their own reusable bags and join in on living sustainably.
Having been with H&M since 2018, Ms Raj loves the
dynamic pace of her work and the difference it makes with
their customers and now - the environment.
A bag charge is a crucial step that retail businesses can take

On her own, Ms Raj reduces her plastic consumption by
bringing her own containers for takeaways; she also donates
whatever household items and clothes she can away to
charities.
“As an ambassador, I feel that educating customers would be
the best thing to do for all retailers and the like,” said
Ms Raj.
“There are different ways to personalise purchases and
emphasising the environmental impact would be a great way
for the general consumer to start learning what choices are
more sustainable.”
Her tip on leading a sustainable lifestyle? Take it one step at
a time.
It can be daunting if you are just beginning your journey to
living sustainably. Ms Raj advises to first make little changes
like reducing plastic straws and bags and ‘before you know
it, it will come naturally to you’.
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SOLAR LIGHT CHALLENGE

As of June 2020, a total of more than
300 lights have been committed by the
following companies:

•
•
•
•
•

WWF has partnered with SolarBuddy to provide solar light sets to schools,
children and families living in remote areas in Southeast Asia.
These lights will replace carbon-intensive, toxic kerosene lamps and enable the
children to study. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), indoor air
pollution from the burning of kerosene, firewood and other fossil fuels, kills an
estimated 4.3 million people every year – more than HIV and Malaria combined.

Clifford Chance
CommerzBank
Samsonite Singapore
StarHub
UPM

The Solar Light Challenge was launched in Singapore to engage and educate the local
communities and professionals on climate action in a fun and meaningful way. The
participants also contributed to the programme directly by helping to assemble the
solar light sets that would be sent to the benefitting communities.

Solar Light Challenge at Clifford Chance

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020
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SOLAR LIGHT CHALLENGE
Championing Renewable Energy to Change One Life At a Time
Every night, more than 789 million people are engulfed in darkness.
Energy poverty is one of the biggest environmental concerns
to date. According to the World Health Organisation
(WHO), indoor air pollution from the burning of kerosene,
firewood and other fossil fuels kills an estimated 4.3 million
people every year – more than HIV and Malaria combined.

Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines and Viet Nam. has great
plans for Samsonite to be the most sustainable lifestyle bag
and travel luggage brand internationally. For a start, he
believes in engaging his employees to participate in activities
that benefit the natural environment.

Moreover, studies have also shown that fuel-based lighting
produces more than 190 million tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions annually, the same as the emissions produced
from 38 million cars.

The distribution of the solar lights could result in a 78%
increase in time spent on homework. The switch to
renewable energy also meant that families saved on having
to buy kerosene fuel which is known to be toxic to both the
environment and the children.

To tackle climate change and put an end to energy poverty –
clean, affordable energy must be produced at a pace that will
meet rising demand without environmental detriment, with
LED solar lights as a suitable alternative.
Enter WWF’s Solar Light Challenge, a partnership we
launched with SolarBuddy to provide solar light kits to
schools, children and families living in remote areas of
Southeast Asia. Lifestyle and luggage brand, Samsonite, took
part in this meaningful challenge.
The Solar Light Challenge engaged Samsonite employees to
assemble solar light kits that would replace the
carbon-intensive and toxic kerosene lamps for benefitting
communities. In this specific project, Samsonite has
contributed 75 solar lights for the children in Cambodia to
study at night.
Mr Satish Peerubandi, Vice President of Samsonite

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020

“True to Samsonite's spirit, giving back to the community
has been the essence of the organisation. We are very
inspired to do every little bit to make these positive
changes,” said Mr. Peerubandi.
Before having the solar lights, students were unable to study
once the sun went down. Education is a pivotal factor in
breaking the poverty cycle and the lack of an energy supply
robs these children from reaching their full potential.
Grade three student Hok Chunlong said, “I want to become
an engineer. Before I got my solar light, I used kerosene
lamps and candlelight."
One solar light could offset 1.28 tonnes of carbon dioxide
over 10 years which is the equivalent to growing 21.3 tree
seedlings over the same period.
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To Mr. Peerubandi, being a sustainable business also means
being future proof and resilient, which entails leveraging on
brand awareness, scale, and reach to support meaningful
and impactful causes. “We are not only using our expertise
in innovation to give the best of products but also to use
innovation to play a role in sustainability, helping to leave
behind a better world for the next generation.”
Samsonite also plans to be carbon neutral by 2025.
“Transitioning to a lower-carbon business model will require
commitment and investment, but we are more than ready to
rise to this challenge.”
To succeed, he shared a four-pronged sustainability strategy
that reflects Samsonite’s priorities to provide a
people-focused culture with the best opportunities in a
supportive environment; create the best products employing
the most sustainable supply chains; encourage good
practices and positive impacts beyond direct business;
targeted climate actions to significantly reduce carbon
footprint.

© SolarBuddy

“We envision introducing more lines that include
sustainable materials and forge strong collaborations with
our suppliers and the waste industry to stimulate the market
for recycled plastics. Our scale allows us to work with
suppliers to create more sustainable materials while
ensuring our products remain affordable.”

Mr. Peerubandi along with other Samsonite employees attended
the virtual session conducted by WWF to assemble the solar
lights. His favourite part of the session: the video that showed
the living condition and hope for the young children in
Cambodia.

© SolarBuddy

Mr. Peerubandi also encourages businesses to start by
mapping out a net-zero future and leveraging on their
strengths to drive climate leadership. “Singapore has always
been at the forefront of positive climate action. Personally, I
am very proud that my country is making conscious efforts
towards a sustainable future.”
“We will get there by looking at our entire business; from the
raw materials we use, how we design and make our products
and the people we work with, how we get our products to
our customers and give back to our local communities,” said
Mr. Peerubandi confidently.

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020
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ASIAN TIGERS GROUP
Founded in 1998, the Asian Tigers Group is a leading provider for
international moving and relocation services, with 29 offices in 14
territories throughout Asia. The company established the Tiger Action
Fund in 2001 to support global efforts in protecting wildlife.

INDUSTRY

About The Partnership

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP

Together with WWF-Singapore, Asian Tigers Group is committed to helping reverse
the decreasing trend of wild tiger populations that has plunged by over 95 per cent over
the past century. The Tiger Action Fund supported WWF’s TX2 project with the goal to
double wild tigers globally by 2022.

International and Domestic Relocation

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Philanthropic Partnerships
Wildlife

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$25,000 - S$100,000

With support from Asian Tigers Group, 67 tiger sites across 10 countries are now using
SMART technology to help mitigate poaching. This forms part of our TX2 goal of
doubling wild tigers by 2022, the next Year of the Tiger.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP

© Shutterstock Anuradha Marwah WWF-Sweden
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AVERY DENNISON CORPORATION
Avery Dennison Corporation is a global materials science and manufacturing
company specialising in the design and manufacture of labeling and packaging
materials. Headquartered in California, the company has over 30,000
employees across 50 countries. Under its 2030 Sustainability Goals, the
company aims to deliver innovations that advance the circular economy,
reduce its environmental impact in operations and supply chain and make a
positive impact by enhancing the livelihoods of our employees and
communities.
About The Partnership

INDUSTRY

Manufacturing

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Driving Sustainable Business Practices,
Philanthropic Partnerships

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Forests

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$100,000 - S$250,000

In a meaningful partnership with WWF, Avery Dennison supported a successful native
species plantation and high quality acacia seedling production, benefitting small holders in
an FSC® certified acacia forest in Thua Thien Hue province, Viet Nam, which includes
Hue, a World Heritage site, a region within WWF’s priority landscape. This initiative has
helped local farmers to operate at a low cost model while ensuring reliable sourcing of
qualified seedlings. In addition, the nursery model carried out by the local people is highly
applicable and useful for the household-level production business in creating jobs and
generating incomes for communities.
At the end of this two-year partnership, more than 60,000 native plant species of trees
were planted across more than 100 ha in three provinces by almost 200 smallholder
farmers’ households. This initiative also helped to establish a total of nine smallholder
acacia nurseries in the Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue and Quang Nam provinces.
As part of the project to build capacity for the local community, over 1,000 local farmers
and relevant stakeholders benefited in the training courses and workshops to learn best
practices in tree planting and nursery management.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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GRAB
Grab is Southeast Asia’s leading superapp, offering a suite of services
consisting of deliveries, mobility, financial services, enterprise and others
to millions of Southeast Asians.

INDUSTRY

About The Partnership

Communications and Awareness Raising

Technology

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP

In a continuous support of wildlife conservation, Grab extended its partnership with
WWF for the second year to help raise awareness and funds toward endangered
wildlife that are endemic to Southeast Asia's ecosystem. The protected species include
Malayan tigers, Irrawaddy dolphins, Asian elephants, and the tamaraw (species of
buffalos native to the Philippines).

Wildlife

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$25,000 - S$100,000

Donations were made available to Grab users across eight markets in Southeast Asia
(Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and
Vietnam) in exchange for users’ loyalty points.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP

© naturepl.com / Roland Seitre / WWF
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HSBC
HSBC is one of the largest banking and financial services organisations in
the world, with operations in 64 countries and territories.

INDUSTRY

About The Partnership

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

In the two-year partnership with HSBC, WWF-Singapore launched the
Ripples Programme with the objective of securing water consumption to
sustainable levels and raising awareness on water footprint. This was
achieved through community based knowledge sharing and action by the
network of water warriors that the programme has built up.

Banking

Communications and Awareness Raising

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Freshwater

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$100,000 - S$250,000

The Ripples programme rallied close to 600 volunteers (Water Warriors) from HSBC
and WWF-Singapore. These volunteers participated in the Singapore World Water Day
Walk by Public Utility Board Singapore, environmental clean-up in Singapore waters,
and storytelling sessions with the National Library Board. Through these activities, the
programme has reached more than 100,000 people in Singapore.
WWF-Singapore also produced Singapore’s first Ripples White Paper Report and a
Water Footprint Card Game to drive further engagement across schools, communities
and businesses.
In a continuous support of key habitats conservation, HSBC renewed its partnership
with WWF-Singapore for another year, expanding its contribution beyond freshwater
into forests and oceans.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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MARINA BAY SANDS
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment
destination in Asia. It features large and flexible convention and exhibition
facilities, more than 2,500 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands
SkyPark, and the best shopping mall in Asia, world-class celebrity chef
restaurants, a theatre and an outdoor event plaza. Completing the line-up of
attractions is ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to
permanent and marquee exhibitions.
About The Partnership
Recognising the lack of sustainability in seafood supply chains across Asia,
WWF-Singapore and Marina Bay Sands entered into a landmark partnership in 2017 to
improve sustainable seafood sourcing by the integrated resort. The partnership aimed to
source 50 per cent of their seafood products from responsible sources.

INDUSTRY

Hospitality

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Driving Sustainable Business Practices,
Philanthropic Partnerships

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP
Oceans

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$100,000 - S$250,000

Marina Bay Sands is supporting projects to improve fishery and aquaculture farming
practices in the region and increase responsible seafood supplies in the market. This
includes the support of seven aquaculture farms as they aim to be among the first in the
world to be certified responsible for popular species such as snapper, grouper and sea
bass, and a small-scale fishery in Malaysia. With WWFs’ support, these fisheries and
farms are set to improve their aquaculture and fishery practices, protect marine
environments and secure livelihoods and food security for communities across Tawau,
Penang, Perak, Sabah, Johor and Selangor.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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MSIG INSURANCE (SINGAPORE)
MSIG Insurance (Singapore) is a subsidiary of Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance
Company (MSI) and a member of the MS&AD Insurance Group. It is
Singapore’s leading general insurer, with a solid presence in Singapore for
over 100 years.

INDUSTRY

About The Partnership

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP

In supporting forest conservation, MSIG Singapore partnered WWF-Singapore to launch
its first ever MSIG Biodiversity Trail, a community-based initiative aimed to raise
awareness and educate the public about protecting biodiversity for a sustainable future.
Together with the District Race mobile application, over 400 participants took part in the
trail, set within Singapore’s first UNESCO World Heritage Site - the Singapore Botanic
Gardens.

Insurance

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Communications and Awareness Raising
Forests

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$5,000 - S$25,000

Within the span of six months from August 2019 to January 2020, over 400 participants
have taken part in this trail, with 267 of them participating in the five WWF-led
community events which were open to the public.
WWF-Singapore also supported MSIG’s employee engagement activities by conducting a
series of nature-related educational activities for their employees to learn more about the
impact of protecting biodiversity.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP
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This year, we engaged four new PACT Champions who signed individual
company commitments, including the first retail management company
Lendlease. PACT Champion membership has doubled since January 2019,
with a total of 22 companies across 5 industries.

KEEP PLASTIC
OUT OF NATURE

During a pandemic where businesses are forced to make the
unprecedented move to e-commerce, the excessive use of
plastic packaging has become more rampant.
There has never been a more important time than now to discuss potential
solutions as an industry, and our Plastic ACTion (PACT) initiative provides the
platform and resources to do just that.
Recognising the integral role businesses play to solve the issues of unnecessary
use of plastics and plastic pollution, PACT is a business initiative that guides
businesses to move towards a circular economy on plastics and eliminate plastics
in nature.

Businesses were also provided with the opportunity to contribute back to the PACT
programme. For example, customers of local online pet store, perromart, could top-up their
payment transactions with donations to WWF-Singapore from February 2020. Others
implemented the retail bag charge where customers would be charged an amount in
exchange for a single-use shopping bag from participating retailers. The proceeds were
donated to WWF-Singapore to support conservation efforts including supporting research,
innovation and conservation projects on plastics. The collective efforts of these 22
Champions were estimated to have saved over 12 million pieces of plastic packaging and
items, as highlighted in the 2020 PACT Impact Report.
PACT also holds pre-competitive industry discussions, which have opened up doors for
sectoral pledges. Sectoral pledges call for industry action at scale and raises awareness of
the plastics issue to Singaporeans and other businesses. Today, we have three sectoral
pledges: the No Straws Pledge, Food Delivery Pledge, and Retail Bag Charge, that have been
signed by various companies in Singapore.
In December 2019, Food Delivery companies Deliveroo, foodpanda and Grab announced the
collective efforts of their Food Delivery Pledge. By implementing an automatic opt-out
toggle button for cutlery, they save over 1 million pieces of cutlery every week.
With regard to the Retail Bag Charge, 5 new signees joined the pledge which started in June
2019. As of June 2020, H&M, LEGO® Certified Stores (Bricks World), SaladStop!, The
Body Shop and Wing Tai Retail have signed this commitment to charge customers for
single-use bags taken. Point-of-sale messaging, informing customers on the outcomes of the
proceeds, shaped the environmental intention of this initiative clearly. The Retail Bag
Charge is highly effective as it provides consumers with a choice and shapes consumer
thought and behaviour (such as bringing their own bags), while simultaneously reducing
the amount of single-use bags in society.

© naturepl.com / Alex Mustard / WWF
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CAPELLA HOTEL SINGAPORE
Capella Hotel Singapore is a luxury 5-star hotel & resort on Sentosa Island
owned by the Pontiac Land Group. As a PACT Champion, the Pontiac Land
Group set goals for the group hotels, including Capella Hotel Singapore, to
reduce single-use plastic drinking bottles in the properties.

INDUSTRY

About The Partnership

CONSERVATION FOCUS OF PARTNERSHIP

To celebrate its 10th anniversary and commemorate this milestone, Capella Hotel
Singapore held a Charity Gala Dinner on 17 October 2019, where the theme for the night
was on Sustainability - with a focus on reducing single-use plastics. Attended by more
than 250 guests, the Charity Gala Dinner raised more than S$172,000 from the dinner
ticket sales and the silent auction. The full proceeds were donated to WWF-Singapore
and contributed to the critical marine conservation efforts at the Marine Protected Area
in Philippines, Palawan.
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Hospitality

TYPE OF PARTNERSHIP

Philanthropic Partnerships
Oceans

FY20 BUDGET RANGE

S$100,000 - S$250,000
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SUPPORTING
THE GROWTH
OF SASPO

SASPO, Support Asia for Sustainable Palm Oil, is a
regionally focused, industry-led alliance that brings
together like-minded businesses to commit to sourcing 100
per cent sustainable palm oil.
Businesses that are part of SASPO collectively account for over 81
brands and 200 Food and Beverage (F&B) outlets across Singapore
today. As secretariat for SASPO, WWF-Singapore facilitates industry
discussions and acts as a knowledge partner on sustainable palm oil.
As a result of SASPO, awareness and procurement of certified
sustainable palm oil is growing in businesses and consumers.

© Aaron Gekoski / WWF-US
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EARTH HOUR
BRINGING 45,000 PEOPLE TO SUPPORT CHANGE FOR NATURE
Earth Hour 2020 put the spotlight on the most urgent challenge of our time: a planetary
emergency, with the aim of bringing people across Singapore in a single moment to commit to
action for the planet. It was even more significant that the event took place as a global
pandemic unfolded. For the first time in its history, Singapore’s Earth Hour took place
entirely as a digital livestream.

Singapore’s top artistes, changemakers and local personalities came together for a lively
discourse that explored how our planetary emergency and global loss of nature impacts the
lives of Singaporeans. The conversations covered topics from candid recounts of personal
encounters with nature’s beauty and devastation that eventually kickstarted journeys of
advocacy, to informative discussions on how individuals can drive environmental action,
starting with influencing change in their wider community. By the end of the evening, a total
of 45,000 viewers had tuned in for the livestream, and at 8.30pm local time, over 200
landmarks and buildings participated in a symbolic lights out to show solidarity for the
planet and to protect nature.

Corporate Partnerships Report 2020
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Thermos Singapore
In support of WWF-Singapore’s Earth Hour
movement, Thermos Singapore launched its latest
edition of the Singapore Exclusive Local Design
‘Go Green’ series which aimed to raise awareness
and to inspire people to protect nature in an
expressive and modish way.
Aesthetics aside, the Thermos® ‘Go Green’ series’
packaging will also replace the usual poly-plastic
bags with recycled craft paper for its products. To
further reduce the printing of product sheets, each
product has a QR code that directs consumers to
learn more about the features. With every
purchase of the ‘Go Green’ series product,
Thermos Singapore will donate S$2 to support
WWF-Singapore’s conservation initiatives.

© 2020, Thermos Singapore

Beyond Earth Hour
Supporting Donors
of Earth Hour 2020
- Live & Unplugged
Thermos Singapore, The Body Shop
Singapore and Samsonite Singapore took
a step further by supporting the
movement as official Supporting Donors.
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In support of WWF-Singapore’s PACT (Plastic
ACTion) movement, The Body Shop Singapore
appointed the organisation as the benefitting
charity for the Kick The Bag initiative. Part of an
industry pledge to reduce single-use plastic bags,
there will be a 10 cent bag charge for every
single-use bag taken at any of its 37 outlets across
Singapore. To encourage shoppers to bring their
own bags, The Body Shop will contribute an
additional 10 cents for every single-use bag saved.
Full proceeds from this initiative will be donated
to WWF-Singapore’s conservation efforts.
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PARTNERSHIPS FOR
OUTREACH AND FUNDRAISING
BRINGING 45,000 PEOPLE TO SUPPORT CHANGE FOR NATURE
This was made possible by the generous support of partners in providing event spaces,
such as within the shopping malls and corporate offices for these outreach activities.
In FY20 alone, WWF-Singapore collaborated with close to 30 venue partners with
close to 50 events altogether. There were a total number of 200 event days
accumulated for the year, where our staff and volunteers reached out to the public to
spread our conservation messages.
One of the highlights was the Christmas campaign, The Rewrap Project,
supported by Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd. where the campaign raised
awareness on deforestation and encouraged the public to choose more
forest-friendly options, such as repurposing used paper and using FSC
certified paper when preparing for the festivities.
From November to December 2019, these roadshows took place in more
than 20 shopping malls, stores and corporate offices such as in Grab
corporate office, Ernst & Yang Christmas Market, Scoop Wholefood and
Shangri-La’s Rasa Sentosa Resort. With the support from volunteers,
including employees from Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd., the campaign
successfully engaged more than 1,000 members of the public per day
during the campaign period.
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TRANSPARENCY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY
The following list represents all corporate partnerships that
WWF-Singapore has with an annual budget up to S$30,000.
42 Race
BlackRock
Boehringer Ingelheim
Boo Trading
Charities and Aid Foundation (Bright Funds)
City Developments Limited
Clifford Chance
Commerzbank
Facebook
Google Cloud SEA
IKEA
Informa Group
Intel
Loomis Sayles Investments Asia
Munsingwear
OCBC Bank
perromart (25 Holdings)
Pet Lovers Centre
PwC Singapore
Raffles Quay Asset Management
SaladStop!
Samsonite Singapore
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Singapore Polytechnic
StarHub
Steppe Capital
The Body Shop
The Growth Faculty
Thekchen Choling
Thermos Singapore
Thomsons Online Benefits
Tractors Singapore
Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd
UPM
Varde Partners Asia
Wing Tai Clothing
World Management Pte Ltd
Yoga Movement

WWF NETWORK
WWF Offices*
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Belize
Bhutan
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Republic
Chile
China
Colombia
Croatia
Cuba
Democratic Republic of
Congo
Denmark
Ecuador
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guyana
Gabon
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Guatemala
Guyana

Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Kenya
Korea
Laos
Madagascar
Malaysia
Mexico
Mongolia
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Romania
Russia
Singapore

Slovakia
Solomon Islands
South Africa
Spain
Suriname
Sweden
Switzerland
Tanzania
Thailand
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
Vietnam
Zambia
Zimbabwe

WWF Associates*
Fundación Vida Silvestre
(Argentina)
Pasaules Dabas Fonds (Latvia)
Nigerian Conservation
Foundation (Nigeria)
*As at October 2018
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+100
WWF present in over
100 countries, on
6 continents

2006
WWF Singapore
was founded

Why we are here
To stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and
to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature.

+30M
WWF has over
30 million followers
on Facebook, Twitter
and Google+
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WWF IN NUMBERS

+5M
WWF has over
5 million supporters

panda.org

354 Tanglin Road Tanglin Block #02-11 Tanglin International Center Singapore 247672
Tel +65 6730 8100. For contact details and futher information,
please visit our website at wwf.sg
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